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Two Opposing Views on Distributive Justice

Election Campaigns in Germany 2009

“Wealth for
everyone”

“Work must
pay off”



Motivation

THIS, THEN, IS WHAT THE JUST IS,
THE PROPORTIONAL; WHAT IS
UNJUST VIOLATES THE
PROPORTION
NICOMACHEAN ETHICS (ARISTOTLE, 1999, P. 76)

George C. Homans
(Social Behavior, 1961)
“Equity [in terms of
proportionality] is a
social norm”



The Equity Principle Requires...

A yardstick of distribution (effort, need, ...) and
An agreeable standard of comparison (gross return, net return,...)

Selten (1987): “Once the equity standard is known, the application of
the equity principle is trivial…
… It is possible that an equity standard is an assessment of the power
situation rather than an expression of justice”

Principle of distributive appropriateness rather than justice



Related Literature

Survey on experimental literature: Gaertner and Schokkaert (2011)
Real-effort experiments: Hoffman and Spitzer (1985); Gächter and
Riedl (2005)
Surveys on Preplay communication/cheap talk: Farell and Rabin
(1996), Crawford (1998), and Croson et al. (2003)
Rabin (1994): “Negotiated rationalizability”; Costa-Gomes (2002)
Crawford (1998): reassurance, reduction of uncertainty
Roth (1985, 1987) : cheap talk focuses players' attention on small
number of fairness norms in unstructured bargaining experiments
Goeree and Yariv (2011): communication and collective decision
making, institutions (voting rules) matter
Balafoutas et al. (2013): linear public-goods game with heterogenous
endowments, similar in focus, equity-efficiency trade off



Game

“Pie” to be redistributed among three group members
Right-skewed: 1 rich, 2 poor
Symmetric: 1 rich, 1 middle, 1 poor

Stage 1: Initial endowments either earned in real-effort task (quiz) (or
randomly in one control treatment)
Stage 2: Preplay communication (computerized chat)
Stage 3: Vote on tax rate
Results

Agreement: Application of tax rate and payoff of net endowments
Default: Discount rate of 50% and payoff of discounted initial endowments
Every agreement is a Nash equilibrium



Hypotheses

Four possible equity standards (Selten 1987):
1. Effort-proportional split with respect to gross payoff
2. Effort-propor onal split with respect to surplus (= gross payo  e ort)
3. Equal split of gross payoff
4. Equal split of surplus

Result in three focal points
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Hypotheses

= Point M, equal split of gross incomes/difference principle/antiproportional

= Point U, equal split of cooperation surplus

= Point x, (effort) proportional split never occurs



Additional Hypotheses



The Experiment

University of Oldenburg and University of Bremen
z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007)
216 subjects, 8 Rounds per subject (1728 observations)
Between-subject variation:

Endowments: real effort vs. random
Preplay communication: open vs. restricted chat
Quorum: majority vs. Unanimity

Within-subject variation
Mean (high, low)
Variance (high, low)
Skewness (right, symmetric)



The Experiment



The Experiment



Results: MAJORITY Treatment – Coalition Type & Tax Level



Results: MAJORITY Treatment

H1 (i)

H1 (ii)



Results: MAJORITY Treatment



Results: UNANIMITY Treatment

H2 (i,ii)



Results: UNANIMITY Treatment



Results: Summary

MAJORITY: (rs) egalitarian [M]; (sy) shift towards equal sharing of surplus [M-U]
UNANIMITY: (rs) = (sy): equal sharing of surplus [U]

Communication: NUMBERS vs. OPEN CHAT
=> defaults decrease with OPEN CHAT condition

Endowments: RANDOM vs. EARNED
=> higher tax rates
=> even with UNANIMITY

Proportionality with Respect to Effort is almost never observed

Equal Sharing of Surplus [U] appreciates cooperation rather than effort



Conclusion

Who cares about equity?

Many groups (> 90%) reached a Pareto efficient Nash equilibrium

Dominating equity principles:

[M] equal sharing of gross surplus

[U] equal sharing of net surplus

However, equal sharing

of gross receipts is anti-proportional to effort (egalitarian)

of surplus appreciates cooperation rather than effort

Equity in terms of proportionality is not pursued

Institutional rules and a strong middle class protect the more prosperous from

total expropriation
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